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WP7 Research design and objectives
Task 1: Framework
on determinants of
HTA
recommendations
✓ Advanced econometric
techniques to
understand
determinants of HTA
coverage across
therapeutic classes and
jurisdictions.
✓ Qualitative assessment
based on direct
feedback from HTA
agencies and health
insurers

Task 2: Multicriteria
evaluation
framework
✓ Adaptable and flexible
multi-criteria models
within a common value
framework (for different
drugs/diseases)
✓ Workshops, web-Delphi
panels involving 250-500
stakeholders to discuss
key issues
✓ Methods and techniques
to enable model building

Task 3: Testing
the framework
with empirical
applications

Task 4:
Recommendations
for resource
allocation

✓ Case studies to build
✓ Discussing the use of
evaluation models in
tools and models for
HTA agencies (2-3
improved resource
disease-specific)
allocation and to
✓ Combining Delphi
inform coverage
processes with decision
recommendations and
conferences for building
pricing decisions
evaluation models

Task 1: Key methods and results
•

Development of a model studying the factors associated with HTA coverage decisions; model
captures different groups of factors:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Drug type
Clinical and economic evidence
Funding type
Quality of evidence
Clinical uncertainties
Economic uncertainties
Social value judgements
Country- and time-specific variables

Country (agency)

List (L)

List with criteria (LWC)

Do Not List (DNL)

Original sample size

Canada (CADTH)

9

159

29

219

France (HAS)
Quebec (INESSS)

32
24

156
98

12
66

219
219

Germany (G-BA)
England (NICE)

44
14

103
123

1
10

219
219

Australia (PBAC)
Scotland (SMC)

5
46

141
133

36
18

219
219

Sweden (TLV)
Total

60
231

85
1,004

11
180

219
1,752

Testing of the model in 8 jurisdictions involving a representative panel of 219 drug-indication
pairs
Model confirms that clinical and economic dimensions are significantly associated with
coverage; uncertainties have a negative effect on coverage decisions, while certain social
value judgements are positively and significantly associated with coverage decisions and can
act as decision modifiers; the model informs Tasks 2 & 3
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Task 2: Key methods and results
HTA agency:
I.
Consensualizing value aspects
with large number of HTA
agency stakeholders
II.
Setting relevance of value
aspects across therapeutic
indications
III. Setting guidelines for
Phase 1
committees’ work
HTA committee:
I.
Departing from the value frame
set by the agency
II.
Working under structured
formats, using Delphi and
decision conferencing
processes

Designed Delphi and decision
conferencing processes and
technical tools for engaging
HTA stakeholders in
collaborative value modelling

Actionable tools to
assist HTA agencies
in the evaluation of
medicines

HTA agency working
towards a common
but flexible
multicriteria value
frame and defining
guidelines

Committees working
within a structured
and consistent
format

Reflections and insights
towards improving the value
frame, procedures and
guidelines by the HTA agency

The IMPACT
HTA
multicriteria
Phase 2
value
framework
to evaluate
medicines
on a
common
value frame

Who's in and who's
out: An analytical
framework for
stakeholders’ roles
and involvement in
HTA

Phase 3

Tested the
framework with a
large number of HTA
agency stakeholders
(approx. 170)

Could understand
differences in opinion
about relevant value
aspects to evaluate
medicines across HTA
stakeholder groups

Task 2: Key methods and results
Actionable tools to
assist HTA agencies
in the evaluation of
medicines

Phase 1

HTA agency working
towards a common
but flexible
multicriteria value
frame and defining
guidelines

Committees working
within a structured
and consistent
format

Reflections and insights
towards improving the value
frame, procedures and
guidelines by the HTA agency

The IMPACT
HTA
multicriteria
Phase 2
value
framework
to evaluate
medicines
on a
common
value frame

Who's in and who's
out: An analytical
framework for
stakeholders’ roles
and involvement in
HTA

Phase 3

Designed Delphi and decision
conferencing processes and
technical tools for engaging
HTA stakeholders in
collaborative value modelling

Tested the
framework with a
large number of HTA
agency stakeholders
(approx. 170)

Could understand
differences in opinion
about relevant value
aspects to evaluate
medicines across HTA
stakeholder groups

Task 3: key methods and results
Kick off meeting HTA
agency
Preliminary
validation of
value aspects,
disease context
and feedback
collection of
relevant
stakeholders

6

Delphi in HTA
agencies (TLV and
INAMI)
Open round for
feedback
collection on
missing value
aspects + 2
rounds for
classification of
aspects’
relevance for 5
disease areas

Interviews with
agency members
Validation of
results and
discussion about
the evaluation
process

Delphi-MACBETH
collaborative value
modelling with
committees
Two case studies
on NSCLC and
SMA with TLV and
INAMI
considering
clinical and nonclinical value
aspects

Insights

Discussion of
results and of
participants’
feedback

Impacts & Future Research
Impacts of WP7 results:
•

Produced a comprehensive model capturing factors associated with HTA coverage
decisions
Produced novel IMPACT HTA Value Framework and tools to enable the evaluation
of distinct medicines by HTA agencies on multiple dimensions but within a common
value frame

•

– Framework tested with a large number of HTA agency stakeholders, with two HTA agencies
(TLV and INAMI), and with four HTA committees
– Novel Delphi and decision conferencing processes, within collaborative value model frame

•

New framework to assist HTA agencies in identifying and understanding the role of
their stakeholders
Key contributions to MCDA in HTA literature

•

Future Research:
•
•

Testing the framework in other contexts (country- and disease-specific)
Building tools to enable a more expeditious implementation of the framework
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